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ABSTRACT
This paper initiates a study of accountable certificate management
methods, necessary to support long-term authenticity of digital documents. Our main contribution is a model for accountable certificate management, where clients receive attestations confirming inclusion/removal of their certificates from the database of valid certificates. We explain why accountability depends on the inability
of the third parties to create contradictory attestations. After that
we define an undeniable attester as a primitive that provides efficient attestation creation, publishing and verification, so that it is
intractable to create contradictory attestations. We introduce authenticated search trees and build an efficient undeniable attester
upon them. The proposed system is the first accountable long-term
certificate management system. Moreover, authenticated search
trees can be used in many security-critical applications instead of
the (sorted) hash trees to reduce trust in the authorities, without
decrease in efficiency. Therefore, the undeniable attester promises
looks like a very useful cryptographic primitive with a wide range
of applications.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of public-key cryptography was created in an effort
to solve the cryptographic key management problem [11]. While
giving an answer to many difficult problems, public-key cryptography also raised several of its own. Not surprisingly, one of the main
problematic areas to be solved before the public-key cryptography
can be successfully applied in practice is still the key management.
Efficient and accountable identity-based certificate management
is necessary (in particular, but not only) to support authenticity
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of digital documents with a long lifetime. A body of supporting
methods for long-term authenticity was developed in the area commonly known as digital time-stamping [13]. Recent work in timestamping has also shown how to build efficient yet accountable
time-stamping systems [6, 16, 7] with minimal trust in the third parties. However, one has to complement the techniques of accountable time-stamping with methods from other areas of applied cryptography to support long-term authenticity and non-repudiation.
One of such areas is accountable efficient certificate management.
Unfortunately, cryptographic literature has only briefly treated the
question of how to achieve the latter [8].
First, we present informal motivation and definition of accountable certificate management, where every validity change of a certificate is accompanied by a transferable attestation ascertaining
this act, and a short digest of the (current state of) database of valid
certificates is periodically published. In Section 2, we argue informally that a certificate management system is accountable if and
only if it is intractable for anybody to create a pair of contradictory
attestations, so that a certificate would be accepted as valid or not,
depending on which certificate is in the possession of the verifier.
Under this intractability assumption, our certificate management
system has several desirable properties, including that every dispute in court can be solved by the present evidence. Moreover, one
can verify the certificate validity at some moment, based only on
a short digest of the certificate database, a short certificate-specific
attestation and the certificate itself. The rest of the paper focuses
on this assumption.
In Section 4, we give formal definition of a new primitive called
undeniable attester. Informally, an attester is a triple P; D; V of
algorithms, such that
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)

The proving algorithm P , given a candidate string x and a
set S , outputs an attestation certifying whether x S .
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The digest algorithm D , given a set S , outputs a short digest
d D S of it.

= ( )

The verification algorithm V is given a candidate element x,
a digest d, and an attestation p. V accepts or rejects depending on whether x belongs to a set with digest d.

We call an attester undeniable if it is intractable to generate a digest
d, an element x and two attestations p and p such that V x; d; p
accepts but V x; d; p rejects.
Before giving formal definitions, in Section 3 we survey some
attesters whose subsystems were considered previously in the certificate management and the public-key infrastructure. In particular, we review attesters based on certificate revocation lists, hash
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(
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trees [17], certificate revocation trees [15, 20], certificate revocation
system [19], and RSA accumulators [5, 2]. However, since most of
the mentioned systems have not been designed with accountability
in mind, they all have some implicit trust assumptions. As a result,
we conclude in Section 4 that the only known undeniable attester
is the trivial one (similar in efficiency to the certificate revocation
lists) with attestation lengths
S
S .
A good example of an attester that is not undeniable is the sorted
hash tree attester, defined in Section 5. The sorted hash tree attester is based on an efficient construction similar to the certificate
revocation trees. We show in 5 that the sorted hash tree attester is
not undeniable and therefore a sorted hash tree attester-based certificate management system makes it possible for the CA to cheat
the clients. Until now the certificate revocation trees had no known
weaknesses.
In Section 6, we propose a very simple efficient authenticated
search tree-based construction of undeniable attesters that we call
an authenticated search tree attester. The key difference between
the sorted hash tree attester and the proposed construction is that
the authenticated search tree attester assigns to every internal node
v of a search tree a hash value S v , taken over the labels of v ’s children and the search keys of v . (In the sorted hash tree attester, S v
did not authenticate the search keys of v .) Moreover, the authenticated search tree attester is in several aspects more intuitive than
the sorted hash tree attester: Being directly based on the search
trees as they are generally understood in computer science, it allows us to carry over to cryptography the research done in the area
of algorithms and data structures [14].
After defining the new attester, we will prove that it is undeniable. As with any new cryptographic primitive—and undeniable
attester is a new primitive—it is good to know how it relates to the
previously known primitives. As such, the proposed undeniable attester might have surprisingly wide applications in different security applications (and not only purely in certificate management).
A proof that undeniable attesters exist if and only if collisionresistant hash functions exist is presented in Section 6. In Section 7,
we will provide efficiency analysis of the authenticated search tree
attester. The attestation compressing method given in Section 7
might be of independent interest. We show that the attestations in
the authenticated search tree can be compressed, ideally, by a factor of ; This makes authenticated search tree attester almost as
space efficient as the sorted hash tree attester. While this method is
straightforward, the authors are unaware of any previous constructions that use the same technique to compress search trees. Moreover, it is unusual to apply standard compression methods to make
cryptographic primitives more space efficient.

(j j  log j j)
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2.

MOTIVATIONS

Our research is motivated by the observation that for the longterm authenticity and non-repudiation of digital documents, new
methods are necessary for verifying whether identity certificates
(bounds between a person and a signature key) were valid at some
moment of time. Since many digitally signed documents (e.g.,
loan agreements) may have important legal value for decades, these
methods have to ensure that the validity information of certificates
cannot be forged by anybody, including the authorities.
We aim at the construction of an accountable certificate management system, where all forgeries by the third parties can be explicitly proven and all false accusations explicitly disproven [7]. More
precisely, we would like the only part of the certificate management (physical visit of a person to an authority) that clearly cannot
be mathematically modeled also be the only stage in the system

that needs some non-cryptographic solution (i.e., involving physical presence of a client-chosen notary) to the trust problems.
Now, long-term certificate validity can only partially be ensured
by the methods of time-stamping [13] only, where absence of a
proof that a certificate was issued is implicitly counted as the proof
of its nonexistence. Such an assumption is clearly undesirable in
many situations. We would like to have not only explicit positive
attestations stating that valid certificates are valid, but also explicit
negative attestations stating that non-valid certificates are not valid.
In this way, all disputes regarding the validity of a certificate could
be solved based on the present evidence (a positive or a negative
attestation), given that it is intractable for anybody to create a pair
of contradictory attestations.
From now on, we will work in the setting where the Certificate
Authority (the CA) maintains a dynamic database S of valid certificates. (See [24, 12] for argumentation why a database of valid
certificates is better than a database of revoked certificates. In our
case, the database of revoked certificates would just add unnecessary complexities to the system. Presence of a central authority lessens the communication complexity of the scheme and simplifies the tracking of the origins of frauds). Our model also includes the Publication Authority [7] and a (possibly huge) number
of clients.
We assume that every client receives a positive (resp. negative)
attestation from the CA if her certificate belongs (resp. does not
belong) to the database. This assumption is not restricting, since
some sort of attestation—or receipt—is returned to the client by
every CA. In our system, it is in the client’s own interest to store
the attestation so that he can later explicitly prove or disprove the
validity of his certificate at some time. Additionally, everyone can
make membership queries of type “x
S ” to the CA, who then
returns an attestation. Clients who want later to use an attestation
p of “x S ” (or of “x S ”) as evidence in court, should obtain it
from the CA in some suitable time-frame. (This is very similar to
what is done in time-stamping [6, 16].)
A digest of the database S (denoted as D S ) is published by the
Publication Authority in some authenticated and widely available
medium by using accountable publishing protocols [7]. (Motivations behind this are the same as in time-stamping [13, 6, 7]. First,
without authenticated information about the database, the CA can
easily create contradictory attestations. Second, long-term authenticity should not depend on the security of private keys [13]. Publishing the digest is the most natural and widely accepted solution
in digital time-stamping to achieve the long-term authenticity.)
Third, nobody should be forced to store all the copies of the dynamic database S : The system should still be accountable, if the
verifier does not have anything more than an element, a short attestation and a short digest of the database. This is again very similar
to the situation in time-stamping, where clients can verify a time
stamp, given only the time stamp (equivalent to the attestation), the
round stamp (equivalent to the digest), and the candidate element
itself [13, 6].
We show that (our model of) accountable certificate management
incorporates at least three different algorithms. Motivated by this,
we define a new primitive, attester, to be a triple P; D; V of algorithms. A proving algorithm P , given a candidate string x and
a set S , outputs an attestation. A digest algorithm D , given a set
S , outputs a short digest d
D S of the database. Finally, a
verification algorithm V takes as an input a candidate element x, a
digest d, and an attestation p, and accepts or rejects depending on
whether x belongs to a set specified with digest d.
In the described model, the CA cannot cheat a client. (Note that
we assume that the Denial of Service attacks, where the CA does
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not return an attestation to the client, can be prevented (say) by
letting a client-chosen notary to participate in handing over the attestation.) That is, if a client has a (say) positive attestation that
his certificate belonged to the database of valid certificates at some
time, the CA has no means to generate a contradictory attestation,
claiming that the same certificate was not in this database, assuming that the CA is not able to break some underlying cryptographic
primitives. More formally, we call an attester undeniable, if it is
intractable to generate a set S , an element x and two attestations p
and p such that V x; D S ; p accepts but V x; D S ; p rejects.
For the long-term authenticity undeniability is crucial, e.g., when
the CA who issued a concrete certificate might have (say) gone
bankrupt long before the verification act, so that it is impossible to
sue her for cheating. Moreover, if a client has accidentally deleted
his attestation, he can at least be sure that nobody else can sue him,
based on the contradictory attestation. These properties will significantly increase the trustworthiness of the CAs.

3.3 RSA Attester

Separation of Duties

3.4 Hash Tree Attester

Functions of the CA should be divided between at least two authorities, an off-line CA, and an on-line Validation Authority, as
it is done also in many other certificate management systems [8].
However, while the distinction between the CA and the Validation
Authority is important in practice, it is not a subject of this paper: Since our methods help to prevent forgeries even in the case
when one possibly misbehaving party (the CA) has control over the
whole system, it also prevents forgeries if there are several third
parties. For simplicity, in this paper we will not stress the separation between the authorities. For the same reason, we do not
elaborate on the accountable publication protocols but rather refer
the reader to [7] for necessary information.

Hash trees [17] are widely used to authenticate an element as a
set member. In the full generality, the hash tree is a labeled tree,
S and internal
with the leaves labeled by different values x
nodes labeled by the hash over their children labels, where a fixed
collision-resistant hash function is used.
In the hash tree attester, a positive attestation consists of the minimal amount of data, necessary to verify the hash path from the leaf
labeled by x to the root. We assume that the used hash trees have
depth logarithmic in the number of nodes. As a result, the positive attestations have length k
S , where k is again the output length of the used collision-resistant hash function. The digest
D S of length k is equal to the label of the root.

(

3.
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SOME KNOWN CONSTRUCTIONS

Next, we will give a short survey of some attesters based on previously proposed ideas. We will briefly explain why those attesters
fail to satisfy our requirements.

3.1 List Attester

( )
)j = (j j log j j)
( )
= ( ) =
= ( ( ))
2

For any x and a set S , attestation P x; S is equal to S (i.e., to
S
S . The digest
the whole set), with length P x; S
D S is equal to a short (say) k-bit hash H S of S , where H
is a collision-resistant hash function. k is also called the security
parameter. The verification algorithm V , given S P x; S , d
D S and x, accepts if and only if d
H P x; S and x
P x; S . The resulting construction is clearly undeniable.
Unfortunately, the list attester becomes utterly inefficient if the
number of simultaneously valid certificates grows, since both storage requirements and verification time are at least linear in S . One
of the possibilities to decrease the verification time is to assume that
the CA has sorted the database. Although then the clients can perform a binary search in the database, the attester will cease to be
undeniable since the CA may leave the database unsorted. This
method would also not reduce the storage requirements.

j (

( )

( )
( )

j j

3.2 One-time Signature Attester
A more efficient attester can be based on one-time signatures (in
the context of the public key infrastructure, this idea was proposed
in [19] and later refined in [1]), description of which we omit. The
one-time signature attester provides both succinct positive and negk , where k is the security
ative attestations with P x; S
parameter. However, this solution has D S
S and therefore
results in a completely impractical publishing overhead. See [19,
1] for more information.

j (

)j = ( )

( )=

The RSA attester can be in a natural way built upon the RSA
accumulator [5, 2]. Here, the positive attestations have the form

P (x; S ) = z y1 ym

mod n

( )

for some y1 ; : : : ; ym , and therefore the attestation length is k ,
where k is again the security parameter. The digest has the same
form and therefore also the same length. However, as first pointed
out by Nyberg [22, 23], length of the attestations is reduced by introducing built-in trapdoor information known to some coalition of
participants, which should therefore be trusted. The best known
method [25] of making the RSA accumulator trapdoorless introduces attestation lengths of order k2 . Since k
>
S,
the trapdoorless RSA accumulator has longer attestations than the
sorted hash tree attester (the latter is described below). Moreover,
the negative attestations are all equal to S itself.

( )

 128 log j j
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3.5 Sorted Hash Tree Attester
A serious drawback of the simple hash tree construction is that
negative attestations are still equal to the whole database S . However, similarly to the case of the list attester, hash tree attester can be
made more efficient if the CA sorts the leaves (an idea only recently
proposed in [15, 20]). The resulting sorted hash tree attester has
both negative and positive attestations with length k
S and
is therefore succinct. However, as also in the case of (sorted) list
attester, the proposed solution hides in itself an implicit assumption
that the CA dutifully sorts the leaves. A corrupted CA may easily
build an unsorted hash tree without being detected by anyone who
does not possess a copy of the whole S . We give an example of that
in Section 6.

( log j j)

4. FORMAL DEFINITIONS
4.1 Preliminaries

Let  = f0; 1g. As usually, k denotes the set of k-bit words,
 := Sk0 k . From now on, k denotes the security parameter,

relative to which the security of various schemes is measured. We
assume that nil is a special symbol, encoded differently from any
 . Let be the class of probabilistic algorithms with exex
cution time that is polynomial in the length of their input. A probability family
N , is negligible if for all " > there
k ,k
S
exists a k" , such that k < k " , for any k > k" . Notation X
means that X is assigned according to the probability space S that
may be the output space of some probabilistic algorithm.
A collision-resistant hash function (CRHF)
for some index
 is a pair G; H , such that (1) G
is a generation
set I
k
I ; (2) For an index i I ,
algorithm, such that G k
jij , such that H
H i;
Hi is a function Hi p(jij)

2

EA
P = (P ) 2
P



( ) = ()
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0

H
2 EA
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Attester name

Security of the succinct version

List
One-time Signature
RSA
Hash Tree
Sorted Hash Tree
Authenticated Search Tree

Attester
Attester
Collision-Resistant Prover
Collision-Resistant Prover
Collision-Resistant Attester
Undeniable Attester

Digest
length

(k)
[(n log n)℄
(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)

Positive
attestation
length

[(n log n)℄
(k)
(k)
(k log n)
(k log n)
(k log n)

Negative
attestation
length

[(n log n)℄
(k)

—
—

(k log n)
(k log n)

Table 1: Some known succinct attesters, i.e., security is given only for the succinct versions (see Section 4.3). For example, while the
list attester is an undeniable attester, it is only a succinct attester. Here n
S , and k >
n is the security parameter.

=j j

EA, for some polynomial p, where p(k) > k; (3) For all algorithms
A 2 EA, the probability family CRHH (A) is negligible in k, where
CRHH;k (A) := Pr[i G(1k );(x1 ; x2 ) A(1k ; i) :
x1 6= x2 ^ Hi (x1 ) = Hi (x2 )℄ :
We have already given informal definitions of attesters. Next,
we go on with the full formalism followed by discussions. Just
note that in the definition of attesters the role of generating function and indices is the same as in the definition of hash functions.
Namely, they are not necessary unless we discuss strong security
properties like collision-resistancy and undeniability (defined later
in this Section).

A=(

)

Definition 1. A quadruple
G; P; D; V is an attester for
 , if there is a polynomial p, p k > k, such
an index set I
that



2 EA

()

takes as input a security
1. A generating algorithm G
k
parameter k and outputs an index i
I.

1

2 \

2 EA
 j j ( )
)= (
)

2. A proving algorithm P
takes as input an index i, an
k
k
element x
and a set S
, S
p k and outputs
P i; x; S .
an attestation Pi x; S

2

(

3. A digest algorithm D takes as input an index i, a set S
S p k and outputs a digest Di S
D i; S .

j j ( )

and

UNA;k (A) := Pr[i

A

4.2 Definition of Attester

( )= ( )

 k ,

4. A verification algorithm V takes as input an index i, a cank
, a digest d and an attestation p and
didate element x
outputs

2

Vi (x; d; p) = V (i; x; d; p) 2 fA ept; Reje t; Errorg :
We require that for any S  k with jS j  p(k), and for any
x 2 k , Vi (x; Di (S ); Pi (x; S )) outputs A ept if w 2 S
and Reje t, otherwise. If i 62 k \ I , S 6 k , jS j > p(k)
or x 62 k , then for any p, Vi (x; Di (S ); p) = Error.
In practice, we want attesters to have “succinct” attestations and
digests but also fast (average-case) update time. Informally, we say
that an attester is dynamic if (average-case) time per insertion and
deletion of elements is O k
S . We say an attester is succinct
O i and Pi x; S
O i
S . Note that by
if Di S
definition, any attester has Di S
Pi x; S
i O(1) .

( log j j)
j ( )j = (j jlog j j)
j ( )j = j ( )j = j j
Definition 2. Let A = (G; P; D; V ) be an attester. Let
CRPA;k (A) := Pr[i G(1k ); (x; S; p) A(1k ; i) :
x 62 S ^ Vi (x; Di (S ); p) = A ept℄
CRDA;k (A) := Pr[i G(1k ); (x; S; p) A(1k ; i) :
x 2 S ^ Vi (x; Di (S ); p) = Reje t℄

j ( )j = (j j)

;

log

G(1k ); (x; d; p; p)
Vi (x; d; p) = A ept ^
Vi (x; d; p) = Reje t℄ :

A(1k ; i) :

Attester is a collision-resistant prover (resp. collision-resistant
disprover) if A
, CRPA A (resp. CRDA A ) is negligiis a collision-resistant attester if for any A
, both
ble.
CRPA A and CRDA A are negligible.
G; P; D; V is
, UNA A is negligible.
undeniable if for any A

A
( )

8 2 EA
( )
( )
2 EA
( )
A=(
)
2 EA
( )

4.3 Discussions
It is important to understand the (seemingly subtle but crucial in
applications) difference between collision-resistant and undeniable
attesters. Collision-resistant attesters assume that a verifier has access to the correctly calculated value Di S . In practice, it means
that she either has to rely on some trusted third party or has to have
access to S herself. Both possibilities are undesirable in many security applications, including accountable certificate management.
Undeniable attesters stay secure even in the presence of an adversary who forges the digest, and therefore potentially provide much
higher level of confidence in the system.
Table 1 summarizes the properties of attesters described previously in Section 3, together with authenticated search tree attesters
described later in Section 6. Note that the hash tree attester and
the RSA attester are not succinct, since they have negative attestations of length
S
S . However, one can easily modify both attesters to be succinct, by defining Pi x; S to be equal
to some fixed constant for all x
S . Both the (modified) hash
tree attester and the (modified) RSA attester are succinct collisionresistant provers. A similar trick does also work with the list attester and the one-time signature attester, but the resulting succinct
constructs will only be attesters without satisfying any stronger security requirements.
As emphasized in Section 2, in accountable certificate management we are interested in undeniable attesters. However, as seen
from the table, none of the previously known attesters is undeniable. The second main result of this paper—the first one being a
model for accountable certificate management—is the description
of authenticated search tree attester in Section 6 with accompanying proof that this attester is undeniable. To stay self-contained, we
will now first describe the sorted hash tree attester and explain why
it is not undeniable.

( )

(j j  log j j)

6=

(

)

5. SORTED HASH TREE ATTESTER
In the following, we give a more precise description of the sorted
hash tree attester, based on the hash tree attester (see Section 3) that
is by itself a collision-resistant prover but not a collision-resistant

S [15℄ := H (S[13℄; S[14℄)
S [13℄ := H (S [9℄; S [10℄)

S [9℄ := H (10; 12)

10

S [14℄ := H (S[11℄; S [12℄)

S [10℄ := H (12; 30; 40)

12

30

40

S[11℄ := H (40; 42; 56)

42

56

S[12℄ := H (70; 80)

70

80

Figure 1: A toy example of the sorted hash tree attester. Dashed lines are present only in the improved sorted hash tree attester,
described in Section 5.2. The values S v are given for unimproved construction.

[℄

disprover. This holds since a candidate string x can be a label of
any leaf, and therefore a negative attestation should incorporate all
positive attestations. To understand it, think of searching from an
unsorted database S . Showing that x belongs to S is accelerated by
presenting an index j (an attestation) of x’s occurrence, followed
by checking that the j th element is equal to x. However, if x does
not belong to the database, one has to verify for each j that the
j th element is not equal to x. Sorting the data will make also this
system more efficient. In the special case of hash trees, we assume
that the values stored at the leaves are sorted from left to right. This
assumption results in shorter lengths of negative attestations.

5.1 Construction

The next attester (G; P; D; V ) is based on a fixed CRHF H =
(GH ; H ). The only role of the generating function G in this attester

is to choose a concrete hash function Hi from this family, according
to the function GH . Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we will
k
I and for a fixed hash function
describe attesters for a fixed i
H Hi . The latter can in practice be instantiated with SHA-1 [21]
or any other strong (keyed) hash function.
Next, suppose that S
S ; : : : ; S n is a nonempty set of
k-bit integers such that S j < S j
for any
j < n. Let T
be a (directed) binary tree with n leaves, with its j th leftmost leaf
labeled by S j (Figure 1). A non-leaf vertex v T is labeled by
an auxiliary hash value

2 \

=

[℄

= f [1℄
[ ℄g
[ ℄ [ + 1℄
1
2

S [v ℄ = H (S [vL ℄; S [vR ℄) ;

where vL (vR ) denotes the left (right) child of v . The digest d =
D (S ) of S is equal to the label of the root vertex v , or to Error, if

the leaves were unsorted.
k
Let p
b h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hm , such that hj
and b
; . The verification algorithm V x; d; p reb1 : : : b m , b j
turns Error if p does not have such form. Otherwise, V computes
dm by assigning d0 x and then recursively, for every j > ,

= (;
)
2 f0 1g
:=
(
H (dj 1 ; hj );
dj :=
H (h ; d );
j

j

1

=

2
(

if bj
if bj

=0
=1

)
0

=

;
:

Verification returns A ept, if dm d, and Error, otherwise. If
S , the proving algorithm P returns a p such that V x; d; p
accepts. Proving that x
S is equivalent to finding a quadruple
x1 ; p1 ; x2 ; p2 , such that

x

(

2

(
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)
V (x1 ; d; p1 ) = V (x2 ; d; p2 ) = A ept

)

;

x1 < x < x2 , and x1 and x2 correspond to two neighboring leaves
in the tree T . If x is smaller than the least element x1 of S , we can
define P (x; S ) to be equal to P (x1 ; S ). The situation when x is
bigger than the greatest element of S is dealt with analogously.
Looking at the tree depicted in Figure 1, D (S ) = S [15℄,
P (30; S ) = (101; 40; S [9℄; S [14℄)

and P

(35; S ) = (P (30; S ); P (40; S )). On the other hand,
P (8; S ) = P (10; S ) = (111; 12; S [10℄; S [14℄) :

5.2 Further Efficiency Improvements
One can further shorten the negative attestations by inserting additional arcs to the underlying tree as follows (slightly different
methods were also proposed in [15, 20]): If the parents of a leaf
v
and its left neighbor leaf w are different, then add an arc
from w to v ’s parent, as in Figure 1. Build an attester upon the resulting graph, by modifying the algorithms P , D and V to account
with the new arcs. Let the negative attestation of x be equal to the
positive attestation of the smallest x0 > x in set S if such x0 exists,
or of the x, otherwise. As the result, both negative and positive
attestations will have the same length.

6= 1

5.3 Sorted Hash Tree Attester is not Undeniable
Sorted hash tree attester is succinct, dynamic (if built upon dynamic trees) and collision-resistant. However, it is not undeniable. We show this by the example depicted in Figure 2. There,
the positive attestations of ,
and
are respectively p1
01 ; S
and p3
10 ; S . How11 ; S , p2
ever, p1 ; p2 is also a negative attestation of . Therefore, a verifier, given the digest S (root of the hash tree), accepts or rejects
depending on which attestation was earlier submitted to her.
Such “unsorting” attack is possible since there is no efficient
way for the verifier to check whether the CA dutifully sorted the
database. The only (obvious) possibility to prevent this attack,
without involving another trusted third party, is to send all database
elements of total size S
S to the verifier. The verifier would
then recompute the hash tree, verifying that this database in the
sorted order results in digest d, obtained by her beforehand from a
reliable source. However, such solution is clearly impractical if S
is big, since the verifier has to do S
hash computations per
every verification. Moreover, such a solution is impossible if some
elements in the database are inaccessible (if, to lessen the storage
requirements, the old versions of the certificate database are not
stored).
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6. AUTHENTICATED SEARCH TREE ATTESTER
Next, we give a construction of what we call authenticated search
trees. After that we show that the resulting attester (authenticated
search tree attester) is an undeniable attester, and finish the section
with some discussions. First, let us remember that a directed binary
tree T is a search tree [14, Section 6.2.2] if every node v T has
a unique search key K v associated to it, such that if w is the left
(resp. right) child of v , then K w < K v (resp. K w > K v ).

[℄

2

[ ℄

[℄

[ ℄

[℄

S[7℄ = H (S [5℄; S [6℄)
S [5℄ = H (S[1℄; S [2℄)

S[6℄ = H (S [3℄; S [4℄)

S[1℄ = 10

S[2℄ = 40

S[3℄ = 20

S[4℄ = 30

40

20

30

10

Figure 2: A toy example of improperly created sorted hash tree attester.

6.1 Construction
We give, as in Section 5, a construction for fixed k and for fixed
k
k
i
I . Let S
be a nonempty set and let T be a binary
search tree with S vertices. Each vertex v of T is labeled by a
pair K v ; S v . Here, the elements K v belong to the set S and
K v1
K v2 , if v1 v2 . Moreover, the tree T together with
keys K v is a search tree. The value S v is equal to

2 \

j j
( [ ℄ [ ℄)
[℄
[ ℄ 6= [ ℄
=6
[℄
[℄
S [v ℄ := H (SL ; K [v ℄; SR ) ;
where SL (resp. SR ) is equal to the label S [℄ of the v ’s left (resp.
right) child if the corresponding child exists, or to nil, otherwise.
For example, if v is a leaf, then S [v ℄ = H (nil; K [v ℄; nil). Once
again, the digest D(S ) is defined as S [v ℄, where v is the root vertex,
or as Error, if T is not a proper search tree.
For a x 2 S (resp. x 62 S ), the attestation P (x; S ) is defined
as the least amount of data, necessary to verify that K [v ℄ = x for
some v (resp. K [v ℄ 6= x for any v , given that T is a proper search
tree). Intuitively, following an attestation of x 2 k is equivalent to

searching x from a search tree, where the usage of hash functions in
the vertices guarantees that the CA has to work with the same tree
during each query. Moreover, the verification algorithm V returns
Error if the tree is not found to be a proper search tree.
The rest of this subsection gives a more technical definition of
the authenticated search tree attesters, including the necessary (local) verifications that T is a search tree. It is necessary to perform
these verifications for the authenticated search tree attester to be
undeniable, and therefore to avoid any frauds.
Let

p = (hL ; k0 ; hR ; k1 ; h1 ; k2 ; h2 ; : : : ; km ; hm ) ;


0
(
)
6=
6
=
:= (
)
0
(
H (dj 1 ; kj ; hj ) if x < kj
dj :=
H (h ; k ; d ) if x > k

where all the elements are from k , and m
. The verification
nil and x < k0 ,
algorithm V x; d; p returns Error if (1) hL
or (2) hR
nil and x > k0 . Naturally, V also returns Error if
the attestation p does not have the specified form. Otherwise, V
assigns d0
H hL ; k0 ; hR and for all < j < m,
j

j

j

1

j

,
.

(ST1) dm

6= d, or

(ST2) for some j , x

= kj or kj 1 = kj .

Otherwise, V returns A ept or Reje t, depending on whether
k0 x.
If x
S , the algorithm P x; S returns the unique list p such
S , P x; S finds (1) An elethat V x; D S ; p accepts. If x
ment x0 , such that x0 is the greatest element x0 x (the predecessor of x), if such exists, or the smallest element in S , otherwise;
(2) An element x00 , such that x00 is the smallest element x00
x
(the successor of x), if such exists, or the greatest element in S ,
otherwise.
By the construction of search trees, either x00 K v 00 for some
node v 00 on the root path starting from the node with sorting key x0 ,
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P (41; S ) = P (42; S ) = P (43; S )
= (nil; 42; nil; 56; nil; 70; S [8℄; 40; S [2℄) :

41

This attestation contains the predecessor and the successor of
( and , resp.),
( and , resp.) and
( and , resp.).

40

42

42 42

42

43 42

56

6.2 Security
The next theorem states that the authenticated search tree attester is undeniable if is a collision-resistant hash function family, where the reduction is security preserving (i.e., if an adversary
breaks the proposed construction with success probability " then
there exists another adversary that breaks the underlying hash function family with the same probability in reasonable time).

H

2 EA

( )=
( )=

T HEOREM 1. Let A
be an algorithm, s.t. UNA A
".
Then there exists an adversary M
with CRHH M
".

2 EA

P ROOF. The adversary M is defined as follows. Given an index
i and the security parameter 1k , M performs a query to A(1k ; i).
With probability ", this query outputs a tuple (x; d; p; p), such that
Vi (x; d; p) = A ept and Vi (x; d; p) = Reje t. Therefore,

=(

p = (hL ; k0 ; hR ; k1 ; h1 ; : : : ; km ; hm )

;

;

;

0

)

and p
hL ; k0 ; hR k1 ; h1 : : : km ; hm for some m; m
.
Analogously, we will overline the variables dj that are calculated
during the verification of p.
The adversary processes p and p in parallel. From (ST1) dm
dm . Since V x; d; p
A ept and V x; d; p
Reje t, then
k0 x k0 . Therefore, using (ST2) we get that for some s and
s, dm
dm ; dm 1
dm 1 ; : : : ; ds
ds but ds 1
ds 1 .
k
(Remember also that nil
).
Next, if ks
ks , then M has found a collision Hi ; ks ;
Hi ; ks ; . Otherwise let us assume, w.l.o.g., that x < ks ks
and therefore ds
Hi ds 1 ; ks ; hs and ds Hi ds 1 ; ks ; hs .
ds 1 , M has found a collision Hi ds 1 ; ;
Since ds 1
Hi ds 1 ; ; .
with probaTherefore, the adversary M finds a collision to
bility ". Note that M works in time
t
S , where t is the
working time of A.

= =6
=

After that, V outputs Error if

( )
(
( ) )
=

or vice versa. (Otherwise P x; S returns Error) P x; S returns
the unique list p such that V x000 ; D S ; p accepts, where x000
x0 in the first case and x000 x00 in the second case.
Clearly, V x; D S ; p accepts if and only if x S . Note that
the verification (ST2) returns Error only if the tree fragment, reconstructed from p, cannot be a part of a search tree.
A toy example with S
; ; ; ; ; ; ;
is deS and
picted in Figure 3. Here, D S
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As with any new cryptographic primitive—and undeniable attester is a new primitive—it is good to know how it relates to the
previously known primitives. The next theorem establishes the relationships between undeniable attesters and CRHFs.

S[4℄ = H (S [2℄; 40; S[7℄)

40
S[2℄ = H (S [1℄; 12; S [3℄)

12

S [1℄ = H (nil; 10; nil)

S [7℄ = H (S[6℄; 80; S [8℄)

S [3℄ = H (nil; 30; nil)

S [6℄ = H (S[5℄; 56; nil)

30

56

10

70

S[8℄ = H (nil; 80; nil)

80

S [5℄ = H (nil; 42; nil)

42

Figure 3: A toy example of authenticated search tree.
T HEOREM 2. 1) Any undeniable attester is collision-resistant
attester, but the opposite is not true. 2) Undeniable attesters exist if
and only if CRHFs exist.

A=(
( )=
(1 )
( )
(
) =

)

P ROOF. 1) Let
G; P; D; V , and let A be a machine, such
that either CRPA A
" or CRDA A
". Next we construct
".
an efficient machine M that has UNA M
Let i
G k . Adversary M k ; i lets x; S; p
A k; i ,
d
Di S , v
Vi x; d; p and p
Pi x; S . M returns
x; d; p; p , if v A ept, and x; d; p; p , otherwise.
M queries once the algorithms G k , A k ; i , Pi , Di and Vi ,
and works otherwise in constant time. With probability "k , either
k
k
(a) x
S
, but v
A ept, or (b) x S
, but
v Reje t. Therefore, UNA M
". As for the opposite, the
construction in Section 5 showed that not each collision-resistant
attester is undeniable.
2) Let
G; P; D; V be an undeniable attester. By 1),
is also collision-resistant. Next, we show that if
is collisionk
resistant, then
G; D is a CRHF on  (i.e., on the subsets
of k ). Let A
be an adversary, such that CRHD A
".
Let M be the next machine. For i G k , Mi lets S1 ; S2
A k ; i . With the probability "k , S1 S2 but
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Since S1 ; S2
kO(1) , we can efficiently find an element x in
(w.l.o.g.) S1 S2 . Let p
Pi x; S1 . By the definition of attesters,
Vi x; d; p
Vi x; Di S1 ; Pi x; S1
A ept. Thus, we have
found a tuple x; S2 ; p , such that x S2 but Vi x; Di S2 ; p
A ept. A contradiction, and thus Di is a CRHF on sets (i.e., on
jij , or alternatively, on concatenated strings S S
S S ,
i and for any j < S , S j < S j
).
where S j
We finish the proof by constructing a CRHF
G; H on the
input domain  as follows. Let

2

j [ ℄j = j j


(

( ) )=

[1℄ [2℄    [j j℄
j j [ ℄ [ + 1℄
H=( )

S = S [1℄S [2℄    S [n℄ ;
n  p(k), be an arbitrary string, such that jS [j ℄j = k log2 n 
k log2 p(k) (it is sufficient to look at strings with length dividing
k log2 p(k), due to the constructions presented in [9, 18]). Now
define Hi (S [1℄    S [n℄) := Di ( [1℄    [n℄), where
 [j ℄ = hj ilog2 p(k) S [j ℄ ;
and hiik denotes a k-bit binary fixed representation of i 2 N .
k
Clearly, if D is a CRHF on the domain 2 , then H is a CRHF
on domain  .

The opposite was proven by Theorem 1.

6.3 Discussions
The construction of Section 6.1 generalizes to the case when the
underlying tree is a multiway search tree [14, Section 6.2.4]. HowS , we are
ever, if we wish the attestations to have length O k

( log j j)

restricted to the trees where the number of children of every node is
upper-bounded with some constant that does not depend on k. As a
result, we cannot base our construction on exponential search trees
and other related data structures that have been lately extensively
used in sub-logarithmic search algorithms [3].
Authenticated search trees can be made dynamic as in [20] by
requiring that the CA stores the whole hash tree, and after each
database update updates all the necessary hash values in the tree, including the value D S . Updating can be done in time O k
S
by using appropriate dynamic search trees (say, AVL or - trees).
Since our construction is just a slight reformulation of what is usually meant by search trees, and most of the “reasonable” data structures for searching can be seen as search trees, one can choose the
data structure that is the most convenient in a concrete application.
There are many other possible constructions of undeniable attesters. For example, one could add a number of arcs to a binary
tree as follows: For any non-leaf node v , add an arc (if it already
does not exist) from its left child’s rightmost descendant leaf to v .
We emphasize that the main difference between the described constructions of collision-resistant and undeniable attesters is that in
the first case the choice between the left and the right subtree is just
done by an explicitly given bit bi . In the latter case, there is instead
an explicit search key K v , such that based on K v , the verifier
can additionally check that the element returned in a query is in the
correct location in this tree.

( )

( log j j)
23

[℄

[℄

7. EFFICIENCY
7.1 Average-case Attestation Length
For a fixed size of S , authenticated search trees result in the
shortest worst case attestation length if the underlying tree T is
a complete binary tree. In this case, if we additionally assume that
the search keys have length k —in practice, we store at leaves the
hash values of certificates that are generally longer than k bits—
then the worst case attestation length is k
n
,
d+1
is the number of leaves (i.e., n
S ). A
where n
simple calculation shows that the attestations Pi x; S have in to-

 (2 log( + 1) + 1)
=j j
(
)
P
P
tal k1 i2=1 1 jPi (x; S )j = 2d 1 (2d + 2) 3 + 2 di=02 2i i =
2d+1 (d 1)+1 elements, which makes the average-case attestation
=2

1

d+1

length equal to

k

2d+1 (d 1) + 1  k  2d  2k log n
2d 1

:

This is about twice as much as the attestation length in the complete binary tree based (improved) sorted hash tree attester. Also,
in general, upon other types of trees, our construction has on average twice longer attestations than the optimal construction of
collision-resistant attesters presented in Section 5.2. When using
the dynamic AVL trees [14, Section 6.2.3], the worst case certificate

length of the dynamic authenticated search tree attester is therefore
: k n.

 2 88  log

7.2 Attestation Compression
Next, we describe a method for compressing the attestations.
More often than not, compression algorithms are seen as consisting of two standard parts, modeling and coding [4]. An adaptive
modeling algorithm estimates the source from the part of the data
sequence seen so far, by outputting a probability distribution for the
new symbol. After that, an encoder (say, the arithmetic encoder)
uses this distribution to encode a new symbol by using as few bits
as possible.
We can apply this general approach to the authenticated search
trees. First, let T be a fixed search tree, and let k be the security
parameter. We remind you that the elements of S are k bits long.
During the modeling, we assign to every node v recursively a range
`v ; uv , as follows. As previously, let
S
be the least and
k
let
S
be the greatest element in S . If v is the
S;
S . Now, let v be an
root vertex, then `v ; uv
arbitrary vertex. To the left child vL (if existing) of v , we assign a
`v ; K v
. Analogously, to the right child
range `vL ; uvL
Kv
vR (if existing) of v we assign the range `vR ; uvR
; uv . Next, every root path in T can be seen as a data sequence.
For a node v in this sequence, the adaptive modeling algorithm
returns the uniform distribution in `v ; uv to the encoder.
After that, the encoder encodes the value K v
`v as a binary
number K v , using
2 uv `v bits. The compressed attestation P x; S is equal to the uncompressed attestation P x; S
with search keys K v replaced with compressed keys K v . We
additionally assume that the new digest D S is equal to the triple
DS;
S;
S . Given that, the range `v ; uv , and therefore also the search key K v , can be recalculated every time the
compressed attestation P x; S is used in verification. Not surprisingly, the fact that all intermediate values K v can be unambiguously reconstructed from P x; S is crucial for undeniability,
and guided us during the choice of the encoder. Some more efficient encoders that we are aware of do not guarantee unambiguous
reconstruction of all intermediate values, especially since the verifier has no previous knowledge about the tree T .
Assuming that T is a complete binary tree, the uncompressed
attestations have the length
k n
, where n
S
k is the height of T . On the other hand, the compressed
n2 +n
attestations are never longer than k n
2 . The worst case
is obtained if S
;::: ; k
. (We will not count in the
short additional data necessary to encode the lengths of K v ’s.)
This provable gap between the worst case length of the compressed
and uncompressed attestations is achieved thanks to the implicit
structure hidden in the ordered data. However, the value kn
n2 +n
2kn n2 n is a somewhat unexpected quantification of
2
2
the amount of this structure.
As an example, let us look again at Figure 3. The root path
from the root to the leaf with label K v
has nodes with
, K v2
, K v3
and K v4
search keys K v1
. Computing the ranges, we find that `v1 ; uv1
; ,
`v2 ; uv2
and `v4 ; uv4
; , `v3 ; uv3
;
; . Therefore (as previously, we denote the n-bit binary
0011110,
encoding of m as m n ), K v1
7
K v2
5 011101, K v3
5 01111
and K v4
4 0001. Hence,
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[ ℄ = h42 41i =
P (42; S ) = (nil; 0001; nil; 01111; nil;
011101; S [8℄; 0011110; S [2℄) ;

j (42 )j = 5 + 21
j (42 )j = 9
 1 754  9 5
max  min

= 160

and P
;S
k
, while P
;S
k. If k
,
the compression gain is
:
= . While this is an unrealS
S (remember that the elements
istic example due to
of S are collision-resistant hashes of certificates!), it shows that
this compression method can result in quite big savings. On the
other hand, the attestations never shorten by a factor greater than
two and therefore the authenticated search tree attester has longer
attestations than the sorted hash tree one. However, the difference
in space efficiency is negligible.

7.3 Optimality Questions
The classical predecessor problem requires one to maintain a set

S so that the queries of the form “Is j an element of S and, if not,
what element of S , if any, is just before it in sorted order?” may be
answered efficiently. Membership problem only requires that the
question “Is j an element of S ?” may be answered efficiently.
There exist extremely efficient dynamic attesters if one does not
require them to be collision-resistant. On the one hand, let be an
arbitrary attester, such that fi , where f
G; P; D; V , works in
the worst-case time tf;jij . Straightforwardly, there exists a search
algorithm working in time tD tP tV O , which solves the
membership problem.
On the other hand, according to the results of [10] for search algorithms solving the membership problem, there exists a dynamic
k
attester, such that for any S
and for every x
S , tP ,
tD , t V
O , Pi x; S
and Di S
. (Define
Pi x; S
if and only if x S , and fix Di S to be the empty
string). However, both the sorted hash trees and our authenticated
search trees do not solve only the membership but also the predecessor problem, since the attestation P x; S always contains the
predecessor of x, if it exists, or the smallest element in S . An interesting open problem is whether this is really necessary.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a model for long-term accountable certificate management and motivated the need for succinct undeniable attesters.
We then described authenticated search tree attesters and proved
that they are undeniable.
The resulting certificate management system has many desirable
properties. It is accountable, since all disputes can be solved by
the undeniable evidence present. This means in particular that all
forgeries by the third parties can be explicitly proven and all false
accusations explicitly disproven. It is efficient, since certificate validity can be verified, given only the certificate, a short digest of the
certificate database and a short attestation.
Apart from the model of accountable certificate management
system, the second main result of this paper is a construction of
undeniable attesters. Undeniable attesters may become a very useful security primitive, since they make it possible for anyone to
perform securely membership (and predecessor) queries without
relying on the trusted third parties nor requiring an access to the
whole database.

9. FURTHER WORK
Strict optimality of our constructions is left as an open question. For example, since it is easier to solve the membership problem [10] than the predecessor problem [3], it is interesting to know
whether succinct undeniable attesters can be built upon the search
algorithms solving the membership problem. Elaboration of exact
protocols and duties of different participants in accountable certificate management is of utmost importance.
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